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Read by Hope Emerson and Susanna Chapin Use the free Aural Monday app to listen and read. Want to share your story? Go to Join Aural Monday on Twitter at Makuwerere (Ukuku) Makuwerere (Ukuku) is a traditional culture that dates back to ancient Southern Africa. Ukuks are cultural guardians who sing sacred songs and traditional stories to keep the way of life alive. Makuwerere has a long
history. People speak of the long time when the ancestors lived in the mountains in the valleys. The ukuks knew of the tribes that occupied the mountains. They even spoke of the people who moved away from the land of their ancestors. Today, the ukuks have made it their responsibility to preserve these beautiful songs that were passed on to them over generations. As a guardian of the traditional
songs and stories, it is one’s duty to protect and pass them on to future generations. Great Rhythms is thrilled to release the beautiful story of Makuwerere from Zimbabwe. It was recorded and released in 2016 by Patience Mudeka and the African Rhythms, who will now perform it at the Wrigley Theatre in Chicago on September 24. In the recording, Patience speaks to the story of the ukuku at length,
sharing her personal connection with the ukuku culture and the importance of preserving traditional African stories and songs. Patience Mudeka is an Afro-Zimbabwean singer and songwriter. Makuwerere was recorded by Patience Mudeka and the African Rhythms and produced by John Dikeman. The music was performed by the African Rhythms and the accompanying singers were Bevin Chigere,
Gerald Chiroricha, John Dikeman, Nyasha Makarau, Patience Mudeka, and Suzie Nzamba. This composition was performed in full as part of the Chicago African Music Festival. It was accompanied by traditional Zimbabwean instrumentation. Nyasha Makarau (Taragaza) Taragaza is one of the best known styles of Zimbabwean music. Its origins are in the cultural music of the Zimbabwean Shona
people 82157476af
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